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With the advancement of science and technology, robotics has made considerable progress. Robots can free humans from heavy
repetitive labor. From the industrial field to the lives of the general public, robots are playing an increasingly important role. Path
planning is one of the core contents of industrial wheeled robotics and has very important significance. Based on the rein-
forcement Q learning and BP network, this work studies the path planning of industrial wheeled robots. According to task
requirements of path planning, design learning strategies, and control rules, use wireless communication to transmit envi-
ronmental perception information and propose corresponding control strategies.*emain researches are as follows: (1) Based on
grid map environment, a path planning algorithm with Q-CM learning is designed. *e algorithm first designs robot states and
actions based on reinforcementQ learning and gridmap and establishesQmatrix. Secondly, a coordinate matching (CM) obstacle
avoidance control rule is designed to improve the efficiency of robot avoidance. *en, a reward function is designed for the
evaluation problem of action execution. (2) Based on themap environment of free space and the generalization ability of BP neural
network, a robot path planning with Q-BP learning is designed. *e algorithm first designs the sensor detection mechanism and
action selection strategy according to the state of the robot in the map environment. Secondly, a dynamic reward function is
designed. *en, according to the obstacle avoidance requirements of special obstacles, the obstacle avoidance rules after three
shocks were designed. *e experimental results show robots can perform better path planning in a discrete and continuous free
space map, and the obstacle avoidance effect is good.

1. Introduction

Industrial wheeled robots gather cutting-edge knowledge in
many fields and are currently one of the most active areas of
scientific research. With the improvement of robot per-
formance and continuous reduction of cost, the application
range for wheeled robots has gradually expanded, and they
have been well applied in industries and fields such as in-
dustry, agriculture, medical treatment, service, national
defense, and space exploration. *e key technologies of
industrial wheeled robots include navigation technology,
path planning, and multisensor fusion. Navigation tech-
nology means that when there are obstacles in the envi-
ronment, the robot can move to the target autonomously
based on the information collected from the environment
and its own situation. Path planning means that under

certain evaluation criteria, the robot can search for an
optimal path from starting point to target point, which
can be mainly divided into global path planning and local
path planning. Multisensor fusion means that the robot
comprehensively processes the information collected
from multiple sensors to obtain a unified description of
the environment information, which can accurately
represent the environment. *e path planning of the
industrial wheeled robot is to plan the optimal path
according to a certain algorithm according to the infor-
mation collected by the sensor when the robot has obstacles
in the environment [1–5].

If a robot has access to all of the information in its
environment, it can plan its course using the global path
planning algorithm. *e effect of path planning is greatly
influenced by the robot’s ability to gather accurate
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information about its surroundings. If you are trying to
identify the best way for a large group of people, you can use
global path planning, but it has certain drawbacks. *e
configuration space approach, the free space method, and
the grid method are all options for global path planning. *e
configuration space technique is to regard the robot as a
point with no shape, expand the obstacle according to the
robot’s length or width, and then plan the path, using the
view method and the Dijkstra method. *e free space
method entails creating a connected graph representation of
the free space and then using a time-consuming graph
search method to find a path through it. *e grid approach
refers to the practice of creating equal-sized grids
throughout the environment. As long as the grid does not
have any barriers, the robot can easily move through [6–10].

Robot path planning when the environment is unknown
or partially unknown is referred to as the local route
planning algorithm. In terms of real-time performance and
practicality, the local path planning algorithm is superior.
Because the robot lacks global information, it is easy to slip
into the local extreme point and sometimes miss the target
position. Artificial potential field methods, particle swarm
algorithms, fuzzy logic algorithms, neural network algo-
rithms, and hybrid methods are among the most popular
local path planning techniques. Repulsion and gravitational
forces are generated by barriers and target points in the
artificial potential field approach. *e greater the distance
between the robot and the obstacle, the greater the force
exerted by the robot. *e combined force of the repulsive
force propels the robot to its destination.*e neural network
algorithm uses a specific neural network structure to rep-
resent the environment, and on this basis, the energy
function is defined or the network output information is
used for robot path planning [11–15].

*is work mainly studies the local path planning of
industrial wheeled robots and uses wireless communication
technology to collect and transmit real-time information
about the location environment of wheeled robots.*en, the
information is processed through the machine learning
algorithm, and finally, the optimal path planning is obtained.
*e contributions of this work are as follows: (1) from the
perspective of improving the efficiency of robot avoidance, a
Q-CM obstacle avoidance algorithm is proposed. It ensures
the robot can quickly avoid surrounding obstacles while
reaching the target point smoothly. (2) Combining with the
designed Q-BP path planning algorithm, in the operating
environment containing special obstacles, a three-oscillation
back-off obstacle avoidance algorithm is proposed. *is
keeps the robot as far away as possible from the deadlock
trap and improves the stability of path planning.

2. Related Work

*e early research phase for robot path planning technology
was mainly based on traditional methods. Literature [16]
proposed a new obstacle potential field function model and
could adaptively change the weight of this function so that
the robot could avoid the local minimum during the opti-
mization process. Literature [17] used the potential gradient

descent algorithm to identify a path through the potential
field and added repulsion potential in the case of a blocking
configuration. At this point, new potential fields would be
developed and a final value will be discovered. In literature
[18], in the Dijkstra algorithm, it was considered that certain
nodes in a given environment would reduce the speed of the
robot. *erefore, only the nearest node was considered and
the most effective path was found, thereby reducing time
consumption and increasing speed. Literature [19] com-
bined tabu search and firefly algorithm, TS algorithm was
applied to each small segment, the best segment was
recombined to form the best path, and FA optimized this
path so that the algorithm was not easy to fall into local
optimum and search time was reduced. Literature [20] in-
troduced a regression mechanism in the RRT method and
also adopted an adaptive extension mechanism. By refining
the boundary nodes, the information of the reachable space
was continuously improved, and repeated searches for ex-
pansion nodes were avoided.

With the development of intelligent algorithms, it was
gradually used in path planning. In literature [21], in the
improved ant colony algorithm, the number of pheromones
was increased on some short paths in each cycle, and the
evaporation rate was dynamically adjusted. *ereby increasing
the transition probability, the search speed was obviously
improved. Literature [22] proposed a new multiobjective gray
wolf optimization to solve path planning. Literature [23] ap-
plied the Firefly algorithm to path planning in dynamic space.
Tests had proved that this algorithm could successfully plan the
required path and was relatively low in terms of length and
computational cost. Literature [24] proposed to use cuckoo and
bat algorithms together and first used cuckoo to find the
optimal solution in a small range. *en, the obtained optimal
solutionwas used as the input of the bat algorithm to obtain the
global optimal solution. *en, the hybrid algorithm was used,
which could quickly and effectively find a path that meets the
requirements. Literature [25] combined a directed acyclic
graph with an initial population, generated an initial path based
on this graph, and then optimized it. *e algorithm could
output high-quality paths in a short execution time. Literature
[26] proposed an improved genetic algorithm combined with
directional guidance factors to bypass obstacles through the
direction of motion. *erefore, a shorter path was found,
infeasible paths were avoided as much as possible, the search in
unnecessary areas was reduced, and the convergence speed was
accelerated. Literature [27] redistributed genes according to the
rotation angle of the path, thereby optimizing the path, making
the path smoother, and turning flexible. In order to solve path
planning in dynamic environment, literature [28] combined
genetic algorithm and Bezier curve to get a new algorithm,
which could react to changes in the environment in real time
and dynamically searched for the best path to the target lo-
cation. Literature [29] used the three-time commutative
crossover operator, which could generate more optimal off-
spring than the traditional two-time commutative crossover
operator. At the same time, the dual-path constraint was ap-
plied to obtain optimal shortest total path. Literature [30]
proposed a new algorithm, which used particle swarm opti-
mization for global planning. *en use the improved
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probabilistic roadmap for local planning. *e algorithm
considered both the shortest and smoothest paths at the same
time. *e improved algorithm was significantly more efficient
than the basic algorithm. Literature [31] provided an opti-
mization algorithm based on particle swarm algorithm and
designed an evaluation function with the position of obstacles,
and the robot could avoid all possible obstacles and move.
Literature [32] designed the introduction of a disturbance
global update mechanism at the global optimal position to
avoid the stagnation of the algorithm. Literature [33] used the
distance of the robot to the obstacle and the target point to
construct a new fitness evaluation function, which could
successfully avoid the obstacle and move towards the target
position.

3. Path Planning Based on Q-CM Learning

*is section proposes an industrial wheeled robot path
planning algorithm with Q-CM on basis of grid map. *e
algorithm utilizes a reinforcement Q learning algorithm to
learn the best state-action pair, allowing the industrial
wheeled robot to autonomously obtain the optimal or
suboptimal path. *e coordinate variables of obstacles in the
grid map are introduced, and the CM algorithm is used for
coordinate matching to solve the obstacle avoidance
problem during the operation for robot and improve op-
eration efficiency for mobile robot. Adjust the learning rate
and discount factor of Q learning to solve the path re-
dundancy problem, and plan the optimal or suboptimal path
to improve convergence speed.

3.1. CMAlgorithm. *e coordinate matching (CM) algorithm
is based on a given grid map, defines the coordinates of the
robot and each obstacle in the map, and implements the al-
gorithm for robot avoidance applications. First, the coordinates
of the obstacles are calibrated according to the position of a
single square obstacle in the gridmap, and the coordinates of all
obstacles form a coordinate set. When the robot performs an
action and its sensor detects an obstacle, it transmits position
information through wireless communication and compares
the current robot’s coordinates with the coordinates in the
preset coordinate set. If a coordinate pair equal to the robot
coordinate can be found in the coordinate set, then the robot is
considered to have collided. *e execution flow of the CM
algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Grid Map Construction. Establish a grid map as an
environment for path planning of industrial wheeled robots.
*e actual operating environment of the wheeled robot is
quantified as a grid. Each grid represents a coordinate point
and is the same size as the wheeled robot. *e starting point
and the ending point occupy a grid position, respectively.
*e step size of each step of wheeled robot is a grid. *e task
is to find a path avoiding obstacles safely through the de-
tection and learning of the environment by using the given
starting point and ending point in the established grid map.
At the same time, it is necessary to meet the shortest or
shorter path of the plan.

Mark the grid map as GEN, it is an unknown bounded
static environment, and the size is GEN � Xlim × Ylim. Re-
member that the start position and target position of the
robot in GEN are Gstart and Gend. *ere are a finite number of
unknown static obstacles o1, o2, . . ., on distributed in GEN.
Establish a Gtable table with the same size of GEN as a two-
dimensional grid environment table to record the position of
obstacles in the grid environment detected. *e rows and
columns in the Gtable table, respectively, represent the
horizontal and vertical coordinates of the oi. It is stipulated
that each minimum unit obstacle oi in the grid environment
two-dimensional table Gtable consists of 9 coordinates, and
each coordinate is represented by the horizontal and vertical
coordinates of the diagonal intersection of a single obstacle
oi and its corresponding form, which is recorded as b. *e
seat marks that make up obi are s, which is expressed as

s � bi(i, j) ,

i � [x − 1, x, x + 1],

j � [y − 1, y, y + 1].

(1)

All single obstacle coordinate sets s compose all obstacle
coordinate sets, represented by op. Mark the coordinates of
the obstacle location in GEN according to the following
formula:

Gtable �
1, Gtable(i, j) � bn(i, j),

0, other,
 (2)

where Gtable and bn are mentioned parameters.

3.3. State and Action Design. *e wheeled robot starts from
the starting point and continuously explores the unknown
environment. *e path it takes each time it successfully
reaches the end point is represented by the trajectory
connected by the corresponding coordinate points in GEN.
Among them, each coordinate point of the robot in its
operating environment represents a state, denoted as st, and
the coordinate is Gs. According to the dimension of the grid
map model, there are a total of Xlim × Ylim states, and the
state set S composed of all states is

S � st|st � Gs(i, j) . (3)

In each state, the actions that the robot can perform are
denoted as ak. *e action can be randomly selected
according to the current state. It is stipulated here that the
robot can only perform four actions up, down, left, and right,
and each action moves 1 coordinate (or 1 grid) position at a
time.*e action set A is expressed as A � a1, a2, a3, a4 . *e
selection of the current action affects the representation of
the next state, where it is stipulated that the coordinates are
converted between the state and the action. Table 1 shows
the corresponding state changes when the robot performs 4
actions.

3.4. Q Matrix Establishment. *e Q matrix is a finite two-
dimensional table utilized to store Q value of the best state-
action pair. Its size is determined by the state and the action.
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*e size of the state is Xlim × Ylim, and the number of actions
is 4. *e size of the Qmatrix is Xlim × Ylim × 4. *e Qmatrix
is expressed as

Q �

Qs0a1
. . . Qs0a4

. . . . . . . . .

QXlim×Ylim×a1
. . . QXlim×Ylim×a4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4)

Each Q value in the Q matrix is the maximum expected
reward value obtained when the action ak is taken to reach
the next state in the st state during the robot’s learning
process. When the rate of change of each Q value in the Q
matrix is less than the given accuracy, the Q matrix con-
verges and each Q value tends to be stable. Since there may
be more than one optimal or suboptimal path, there may be
multiple sets of best state-action pairs obtained every time
the learning ends.

3.5. Reward Function. *e reward function is a judgment
criterion used to evaluate the behavior of the wheeled robot
to avoid obstacles and tend to target and finally make path
that the robot learns and plans safe and shortest. *e
designed reward function R is represented by the sum of
obstacle avoidance reward and punishment function R1 and
goal trend reward and punishment function R1. Let r be the
type of rewards and punishments, used to judge the current
state of the robot, and give rewards and punishments based
on the state. *e return functions are

R1 �
0, r � r1,

−100, r � r2,


R2 �

10, r � r3,

−10, r � r4,

100, r � r5,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where r1 means that no obstacle is encountered, and the
reward is 0. r2 represents collision with obstacles, and the
penalty is 100. r3 means being close to the target and re-
warding 10. r4 means stay away from the target and penalize
10. r5 means reaching the goal and rewarding 100.

3.6. CM Obstacle Avoidance Design. *e wheeled robot
needs to avoid obstacles while moving, and adopts the CM
obstacle avoidance design method. *at is, the coordinates
of the robot after each action are matched with the coor-
dinates of the obstacles in the grid map to quickly determine
whether there are obstacles in current running direction, and
improve its path search efficiency and obstacle avoidance
ability. *e CM obstacle avoidance method is divided into
two parts: obstacle avoidance and boundary obstacle
avoidance.

3.6.1. Obstacle Avoidance. Suppose the coordinates of the
current robot are R(xr, yr), the coordinates of the center
point of obstacle oi are g(xo, yo), and the coordinates of the
upper right corner are (xo + 1, yo + 1). During the explo-
ration and learning process of the robot in the grid envi-
ronment, after performing action a4, the robot will collide
with the upper right corner of the obstacle oi. At this time,
the coordinates of the robot are R′(xr, yr − 1) and match R′
with the coordinates of the obstacle o1 to find the coordi-
nates of the collision point. If xr � xo + 1 and
yr − 1 � yo + 1, it means that the robot has collided with an
obstacle after performing action a4 during the learning
process. According to the reward and punishment rules of
the reward function, the representation relationship corre-
sponding to the collision is r2, then R1(r2) � −100, and the
robot is punished during the learning process. When en-
countering a similar situation next time, the robot will not
perform action a4 but perform other actions.

3.6.2. Border Obstacle Avoidance. *e behavior of wheeled
robots at the edge of the grid environment is divided into 2
categories and 8 categories, that is, 4 side boundary motion
scenarios, left, up, down, and right, and 4 corner boundary
motion scenarios, upper left, lower left, lower right, and

Start

Initialize obstacle coordinates 
and form a coordinate set

Initialize the current 
coordinates of the robot

Robot performs actions

Generate new coordinates

New coordinates in obstacle coordinates

Collision

Quit this learning task

End

Y

N

Figure 1: *e flowchart of the CM algorithm.

Table 1: *e relationship between state and actions.

Set Relationship
State set st + [0, 1] st + [−1, 0] st + [1, 0] st + [0, −1]

Action set a1 (up) a2 (left) a3 (right) a4 (down)
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upper right. *e coordinates of the bottom boundary, left
boundary, upper boundary, and right boundary are
expressed as (x, 0), (0, y), (x, Ylim), and (Xlim, y). When
the wheeled robot avoids obstacles according to the CM
algorithm, if its coordinate is equal to any boundary co-
ordinate, it will collide with the boundary. According to the
reward and punishment rule, R1(r2) � −100, the wheeled
robot will be punished. *rough continuous learning,
eventually the robot no longer collides with the boundary.

3.7. Q-CM Algorithm Based on Grid Map. Based on the grid
map established, the steps of using Q-CM to learn obstacle
avoidance and path planning are as follows.

Step 1. Clear the two-dimensional environment table GEN

and obstacle coordinate set O; given the robot start point
Gstart and end point Gend, the sensor detects and collects
obstacle information and utilizes wireless communication to
transport information. Establish a short best linear table to
store the historical best state-action pairs. Short list linear
list stores the linear list of the best state-action pairs cur-
rently learned from start point to end point. shortbest size
records length of shortest path in history. Initialize the robot
to immediately report R � 0, the target point return value
R(end) � 100, the initial value of the number of learning
L � 0, and the maximum number of learning N.

Step 2. Initialize the historical shortest path length
shortbest size � N, the initial value of the iteration counter
count � 0, and clear the current shortest path record table
short list.

Step 3. *e robot judges its state, weakly collides, and uses
the Q-CM algorithm to avoid obstacles. Let st+1 � st and
move to Step 4. Action ak with the largest Q value in current
state st is selected for execution. After performing action ak,
the robot turns to state st+1, count � count + 1, if
Gstart � Gend, go Step 5, otherwise go Step 7.

Step 4. Calculate return value of current environment; give
rewards and punishments to the current state of robot, the
execution of action; and find value of the return function. If
the robot is rewarded, go to step 6. If the robot is punished, it
will return to the previous state and go to Step 3.

Step 5. *e current state is the target state. Write down the
value of the current iteration counter count, the historical
shortest path short best and its length shortbest size, and
the current shortest path short list, and go to Step 2.

Step 6. Update the enhanced Q value in the current state.

Step 7. If L<N, go to Step 2. If L � N, the iteration ends,
and an optimal or suboptimal collision-free path from
starting position to target position is obtained according to
short best.

4. Path Planning with Q-BP Learning

When the design of this section is with Q-BP learning local
path planning of a wheeled robot, firstly describe the op-
erating environment of the robot and determine the type of
environment. Secondly, given the state space description and
action space description of the robot, determine the input
and output parameters of the BP neural network. *en
establish rules for the obstacle avoidance of the robot so that
it can quickly jump out of the shock trap. Finally, the reward
function and convergence conditions ofQ learning are given
to improve the entire algorithm process.

4.1. Environment and State Space Description. *e path
planning algorithm proposed in this section uses the local
path planning method while applying the Q learning al-
gorithm to endow the robot with learning capabilities. First
of all, the starting and ending position information required
by the industrial wheeled robot is randomly given. Secondly,
wheeled robots rely on ultrasonic ranging sensors for en-
vironmental monitoring, collect obstacle distance and angle
information, and then use wireless communication tech-
nology to transmit information and perform calculations,
and perform corresponding actions based on the calculation
results. Finally, the robot obtains the optimal or suboptimal
strategy and plans a shorter path without collision.

*emap environment with Q-BP learning path planning
algorithm is established using a two-dimensional coordinate
system, and the locations of the starting point and the target
point in the map environment are represented by two-di-
mensional coordinates. *e number of obstacles and the
position of each obstacle are randomly set, and the shape of a
single obstacle is defined as a square. *e robot can walk at
will with the set step length and direction in the map en-
vironment, and its relative position in the map determines
the behavior strategy to be adopted after obtaining the
corresponding environment state information. Based on the
given path planning type and the adopted map form, set the
relative position information of the robot in the map en-
vironment with the end point and obstacles, and describe the
state space.

*e learning path planning based on Q-BP is different
from the way the robot uses CM coordinates to express
environmental state information in Section 3. *is method
focuses on the general orientation and relative distance
within the effective detection range of the robot sensor and
uses ultrasonic sensors to sense environmental status in-
formation. *is method can avoid the problem of excessive
state space storage caused by coordinate representation.
First, the sensor model of the robot is given according to the
actual robot sensor situation, including the three sonar
sensors on left, center, and right. Angle between sensors is
22.5 degrees. Take center position as coordinate origin, front
direction is y-axis, and direction perpendicular to y-axis is x-
axis to create a two-dimensional rectangular coordinate
system.

*e area range robot can perceive and detect is
(30°, 150°), and rectangular plane area is divided into three
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parts: PA, PB, and PC. *e three sensors on the left, center,
and right are responsible for detecting obstacles in PC, PB,
and PA, respectively. Set maximum distance robot can
perceive as Dmax and perceptual distance is greater than or
equal to Dmax to be far away from the obstacle, and less than
Dmax to be close to the obstacle. Assuming that the mini-
mum sensing distance is Dmin and less than Dmin, it is
regarded as a collision. Here, the distance is represented by a
parameter, and its value can be set reasonably according to
the needs of the experiment. Secondly, the robot needs to use
the sensor model to perceive the surrounding environment
information, including the distance and direction infor-
mation between the robot and obstacles and targets. After
recognizing the environmental information, the robot ac-
curately performs actions according to its own posture and
avoids obstacles, and finally reaches the end to complete the
task of learning and path planning.

Suppose the world environment where the robot is lo-
cated is a two-dimensional coordinate system, and the en-
vironment includes an industrial wheeled robot, a target,
and several obstacles. *e robot determines the state set S

based on the above environmental information:

S � st|st � dora, dorb, dorc, drg, θrg  , (6)

where the distance that the left sensor detects the obstacle of
the robot is set as dora, the distance that the middle sensor
detects the obstacle is defined as dorb, and the distance that
the right sensor detects the obstacle is defined as dorc. *e
distance and direction between robot and target are set as drg

and θrg, respectively.

4.2. Action Space Description and Action Selection. In order
to give the robot the ability to walk freely in map envi-
ronment, four actions that can be performed are designed,
including forward a1, turn left a2, turn right a3, and back a4.
*e four actions form the action set A � a1, a2, a3, a4 . *e
left and right angles are set as (π/6) and can be adjusted.*e
backward behavior a4 specifies that the robot rotates in situ
by an angle of π and then performs forward actions, so no
sensor is added at the back.

In order to speed up the robot’s approach to the target
and avoid obstacles, a state-behavior selection mechanism
has been developed. *e human experience is added to the
action selection mechanism to assist the robot in action
selection.*e robot will perform actions with reference to its
own coordinate system to obtain the state-behavior rela-
tionship between obstacles, target points, and actions. *e
priority of obstacle avoidance is higher than that of
approaching targets. *e state-behavior selection relation-
ship is illustrated in Table 2.

P indicates that there are no obstacles in the three areas,
PA O indicates that there are obstacles in the PA area, PB O

indicates that there are obstacles in the PB area, and PC O

indicates that there are obstacles in the PC area. PA G, PB G,
and PC G, respectively, indicate that the target is in the PA,
PB, and PC areas. Refer to the state-behavior selection
method in the table, the robot shields a certain action
according to some states, and the rest of the actions still

implement a random action selection mechanism, which
will enable the robot to avoid obstacles accurately and ac-
celerate the speed of reaching the end point. When obstacles
appear in PA, PB or PA, PC or PB, and PC at the same time,
the robot can still perform actions in combination to avoid
obstacles. When an obstacle is detected on left, front, and
right, action a4 will be executed and the obstacle avoidance
rule will be established after three shocks.

4.3. Retreat and Avoid Obstacles with 2ree Shocks. In the
process of exploration and learning, industrial wheeled
robots may enter a deadlock state of motion behavior in
some operating environments. *is state makes the robot
unable to avoid the U-shaped obstacle in time and repeatedly
swing left and right in its detection area. Aiming at the
adverse effect of the trap on the efficiency of robot explo-
ration and learning, a three-oscillation obstacle avoidance
algorithm is designed and added to the path planning al-
gorithm with Q-BP learning. *is allows robot to quickly
judge and stay away from deadlock traps when making
behavior choices.

*e steps of the obstacle avoidance algorithm after three
shocks are as follows: (1) *e robot detects and records the
obstacles in the current state st. (2) When the values of the
three sensors are all less than Dmin, randomly perform a left
turn action a2 or a right turn action a3 and reach the new
state st+1. (3) Detect the obstacle distribution in the state st+1.
If the detection value of the left sensor is less than or equal to
the right sensor, perform action a3. If the detection value of
the right sensor is less than or equal to the left sensor,
perform action a2. At this time, state st+2 is reached. (4)
Repeat action a2 or a3 three times to reach state st+3 and
record the value of each sensor at this time. (5) Execute
action a4 in state st+3 and reach state st+4. (6) If the detection
value of each sensor of the robot in state st+4 is still less than
Dmin, it will directly return to the starting point to re-explore
and learn.

4.4. Reward Function. *e previously set environment state
information provides the input data information needed to
train the BP neural network for the algorithm designed in
this section. According to the state-behavior relationship
selection mechanism in Table 2, actions are performed so

Table 2: State-behavior selection relationship.

Obstacle Goal Forward Turn left Turn right Back
P PC G a1 a2 a3 a4
PC O PC G a1 a3 a4
PB O PC G a2 a3 a4
PA O PC G a1 a2 a4
P PB G a1 a2 a3 a4
PC O PB G a1 a3 a4
PB O PB G a2 a3 a4
PA O PB G a1 a2 a4
P PA G a1 a2 a3 a4
PC O PA G a1 a3 a4
PB O PA G a2 a3 a4
PA O PA G a1 a2 a4
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that the robot changes from the current state st to the next
state st+1. In the process of state transition, the robot’s
behavior needs to be reasonably evaluated, and quantitative
indicators that affect obstacle avoidance and approaching
targets are given. *e design of the reward function follows
the principle that the closer the obstacle is, the greater the
negative reward, and the farther away obstacle is, the greater
positive reward. Robot motion is continuously evaluated.

*e distance relation function is

r � logDmax
dor + 0.01( . (7)

*e robot obstacle avoidance reward selection function
R3 is

R3 �

0, dor ≥ Dmax,

− rt+1 − rt


, dor < Dmax and rt+1 > rt,

rt+1 − rt


, dor < Dmax and rt+1 ≤ rt,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

where dor is the distance between obstacle and robot.
*e distance function between robot and target is

expressed as

drg �

�������������������

xg − xr 
2

+ yg − yr 
2



. (9)

Reward design for robots approaching targets:

R4 �

0, drg(t + 1) � drg(t),

drg(t + 1) − drg(t)


, drg(t + 1)> drg(t),

− drg(t + 1) − drg(t)


, drg(t + 1)< drg(t).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

*e total reward function is

R5 � R3 + R4( . (11)

4.5.DesignofQValueFunctionPredictionwithBP. BP neural
network has a nonlinear mapping capability that can ap-
proximate any continuous function, and the Q value pre-
diction algorithm with BP network is aimed at mapping
capability. Use collected state-action pairs and the action
evaluation Q value function to train the BP neural network
so that it learns Q value function prediction model and
predicts new Q value data through the model.

*e prediction model with Q-BP value function
designed is a BP neural network composed of three layers of
neuron. *e environment state variables perceived by robot
are used as the input, and the value of the dimension of the
state vector is 5. *e output layer is Q values corresponding
to each action. *e model is illustrated in Figure 2.

*e training steps of neural network are as follows: (1)
Obtain input data. Robot utilizes a reinforcementQ learning
to obtain sensor’s perception feature vector S and normalize
it as input sample of BP neural network Q value prediction
model. *e motion behavior of robot is constrained by the
state-behavior relationship table in Table 2 and the estab-
lished three shocks and obstacle avoidance rules. After the
robot performs one action, the current state behavior is

given a real Q value evaluation. Save feature quantity S and
the expected Q value, add a sample training data to input
data set. (2) Adjust BP network parameters. Input obtained
training data into the input layer of BP network, adjust the
weights and thresholds, and minimize the error between the
expected Q value and the predicted Q value. (3) Judge
whether the BP neural network converges, and use the sum
of the squares of the errors of multiple trials as the evaluation
function. When value of evaluation function is less than
given precise value, BP network is judged to converge. (4)
Save the weight and threshold information of each con-
nection layer of the BP neural network.

5. Experiments and Discussion

5.1. Evaluation on Q-CM. *e learning rate and discount
factor when choosing path planning are 0.7 and 0.3, re-
spectively, and the simulation results of path planning are
obtained. Figure 3 illustrates the simulation results of path
planning of robot after learning in unknown simple obstacle
environment. *e learning situation of the robot is shown in
Table 3.

In the unknown simple obstacle grid environment, the
obstacles similar to the maze are added to form a mixed
complex obstacle environment. *e path planning result is
illustrated in Figure 4.*e settings for other parameters used
in the Q-CM algorithm remain unchanged. *e learning
situation of the wheeled robot is shown in Table 4.

Obviously, different times of experiments were per-
formed under the same experimental setting. As the number
of experiments increases, the average path length decreases,
indicating that there are still a few states that have not been
learned. After 50 experiments, the average number of
learning is basically stable. At this time, all the states from
start point to end point have been learned, and Q matrix
converges. If more experiments are performed, the average
path length will no longer change.

5.2. Evaluation onReinforcedQLearning. Industrial wheeled
robots carry out path planning experiments in a different
number of discrete or continuous obstacle environments to
verify the effectiveness of algorithm and observe the effect of
path planning. Figure 5 illustrates the path planning results
of robot’s general obstacle environment with reinforcement
Q learning.

*e wheeled robot can plan the path between start point
and end point arbitrarily set in map, and learn a safe and
collision-free better path. *e path learned did not reach the
shortest. *e possible reason is that the number of learning
times is small, and individual states cannot be learned. In
addition, since the Q table is discrete, the enhanced Q
learning algorithm has limited ability to learn the state of
continuous obstacles.

5.3. Evaluation on Q-BP Learning Algorithm. Use the best
state-action pair generated by the reinforcement Q learning
to train the BP neural network and predict the Q value. *e
wheeled robot executes the action corresponding to the
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largest Q value among four outputs of BP network, and
performs path planning in discrete or continuous obstacle
maps. *e purpose of the experiment is to verify the ef-
fectiveness of Q-BP algorithm and test the robot’s obstacle
avoidance ability against U-shaped obstacles. Figure 6 shows
the path planning results.

Industrial wheeled robots can complete path planning
tasks in both discrete obstacle environments and continuous
obstacle environments, and the path is better, indicating that
the robot path planning scheme with Q-BP algorithm is
effective. *e wheeled robot can plan path between starting
point and ending point arbitrarily set in the map, and learn a
safe and collision-free better path. While the experiments in
this section verify the effectiveness of the Q-BP algorithm, it
also conducts U-shaped obstacle avoidance experiments on
it. Figure 7 shows the result of U-shaped obstacle envi-
ronment path planning of wheeled robot with Q-BP learning
algorithm.

*e wheeled robot uses Q-BP algorithm to complete
obstacle avoidance and path planning tasks in the U-shaped
obstacle environment. In addition to learning the optimal
state-behavior, the Q-BP algorithm also has generalized self-
learning capabilities. It can also generalize the states that are
not included. *erefore, the robot U-shaped obstacle
avoidance based on the Q-BP algorithm is smooth. A safe
and collision-free shorter path from start point to end point
can be planned as required, and the effect is good.

In addition, look up the Q table algorithm and the Q-BP
algorithm through comparison. *e experimental results
show that the wheeled robot can complete the path planning
behavior by using the two path planning methods, and find a
short, collision-free path from the start point to the end
point. However, the path length planned using the Q-BP
model is shorter than that of looking up the Q table. In

dora

dorb

dorc

drg

θrg

Q(st,a1)

Q(st,a2)

Q(st,a3)

Q(st,a4)

Figure 2: Q-BP value prediction model.

Figure 3: Path planning in unknown simple environment.

Table 3: Test result of Q-CM learning algorithm under simple
environment.

Number of trials Average learning number Average path length
10 673 48
20 691 46
30 657 42
40 682 42
50 651 40
60 651 40
70 652 40
80 651 40

Figure 4: Path planning under complex and mixed environment.

Table 4: Test result of Q-CM learning under complex and mixed
environment.

Number of trials Average learning number Average path length
10 1877 198
20 1904 184
30 1953 182
40 1930 148
50 2031 134
60 2032 134
70 2032 134
80 2032 134
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Path planning based on reinforcement Q learning in common obstacle.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Path planning based on Q-BP learning in common obstacle.

Figure 7: Path planning based on Q-BP learning in U-shaped obstacle.
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particular, the continuous generalization ability of the BP
network can be used to continue learning, which can achieve
better operating results than learning in a discrete state
environment.

6. Conclusion

*is paper mainly studies the path planning algorithm of
industrial wheeled robot based on Q-CM learning and Q-BP
learning under wireless communication. *e main research
results are as follows: (1) based on the grid map environ-
ment, a path planning algorithm for industrial wheeled
robots with Q-CM learning is proposed. First, according to
robot path planning requirements, design the robot state and
motion vector, and design the reward function. Secondly, for
the robot, use the reinforced Q learning algorithm to solve
issue of precise obstacle avoidance. According to the
principle of coordinate matching between robot and ob-
stacle, the CM obstacle avoidance method is designed to
realize the precise obstacle avoidance function of robot path
planning. (2) Based on the map environment of free space
and the generalization ability of BP neural network, a path
planning algorithm for industrial wheeled robots with Q-BP
learning is proposed. First, according to the robot path
planning requirements, design the map and the robot state.
Aiming at the flexibility of motion behavior selection, the
state-action selection strategy is designed to improve the
flexibility of the robot’s steering and the smoothness of the
planned path. Secondly, in view of the slow convergence
speed of the reinforcement Q learning algorithm, a dynamic
reward function is formulated. *en, for the problem that
the discrete Q table is not applicable to a large state space, the
BP neural network is introduced. *e BP neural network is
trained using the best state-action pairs collected after the
convergence of the enhanced Q learning algorithm, and the
BP neural network with generalization ability is used to
predict the Q value and complete the path planning task to
improve the efficiency and accuracy of path planning. Fi-
nally, aiming at the problem of special U-shaped obstacle
avoidance, a three-time shock retreat obstacle avoidance
strategy was designed to make the robot quickly escape the
deadlock trap and improve the robot’s obstacle avoidance
ability.
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